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Description

The Hugga demonstrated in supine, is the first universal sleep system of its 
kind. Research proves that sleep systems reduce tone/tension, prevent or 
delay contractures and/or structural deformity, help improve respiratory 
function and avoidance of tissue damage.

The Hugga Sleep System designed by leading neuro-physiotherapists for 
adults and paediatrics can offer postural support in both supine and side lying. 
It offers a practical easy to use solution that can be integrated into your care 
plan.

• Provide external postural control & support
• Reduces the tone/tension within the muscles
• Over time prevents Musculo-skeletal deformities & deterioration
• Creates better posture & maintains muscle length
• Reduces the likelihood of invasive & expensive interventions
• Can help reduce pressure sores
• Can improve digestion & breathing
• Less staff input
• Very easy to apply and change position

Can be purchased as the full Hugga Sleep System or as individual cushions

Features & Benefits

Hugga in Side Lying Hugga in Supine

Hugga 1, approximate age 2-3 years to 8 years
Hugga 2, approximate age 8 years to adolescent
Hugga 3, designed for adults

Sizes



Knee Support

L Head Cushion

Thorax Support

Bridge Cushion

2 Edge Wedge

Pelvic Support

Provides support to the head and is fixed to the sheet 
with Velcro to counter users who tend to fall back when 
in side lying. Offers sensory feedback. Can be used in 
supine to assist a user who tends to drop their neck to a 
particular side.

Provides substantial support and comfort to the users
head in supine. Offers sensory feedback. Used in side
lying between the knees and feet to maintain alignment
in side lying. Reduces pressure on the hips and creates
airflow between legs.

Helps maintain a symmetrical trunk. Chamfered to 
encourage upper limbs to rest appropriately at the side 
of the trunk. provides further support to the upper body. 
Can be used to aid correction by applying pressure to 
the spasticity that may present.

As postural management begins at the pelvis these pads 
are a crucial element of the Hugga. They are used to 
support and maintain a midline position where possible. 
Prevents the user turning into a negative position whilst in 
supine.

Used to support the legs under the knees. Allows for a 
slight bend in the knee to combat fixed contractors. 
relieves pressure from the hips. Hugga includes a 
separate blocker for each leg so that they can be 
managed independently - KNEE GUIDES (Strap) also 
available to help maintain correct lower limb position.

Allows user to apply varying levels of flexion at the ankle. 
Supports the feet and prevents foot drop. Provides 
sensory feedback and can help with swallowing. Two 
cushions are provided to manage the feet independently. 
Also used to support upper and lower back in side lying,
maintaining a more aligned spine position
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